
Welcome to the 1st SHARE Conference 

at King’s College, Cambridge on 14th April 2023 

Thank you for joining our first Share conference in our quest to establish 

the academic rigour needed for a more equitable society — supporting 

the individual human achievement so vital for democratic capitalism, but 

at the same time based on egalitarian principles.  

For more details visit https://www.sharealliance.org.uk. 

The Conference concentrates on two of our leading propositions:  

• Inter-generational rebalancing; and  

• Stock for Data  

However, it’s also an opportunity to learn about the SHARE project’s 

underlying principles and its planning for the future, and there will be a 

panel session for general discussion to round off the half-day event. 

King’s College, in partnership with the Cambridge Faculty of Economics, 

has established the SHARE initiative (Supporting Human Achievement 

through Research based on Egalitarian Principles) for a four-year post-

doctoral research fellowship leading to completion of this substantial 

research project. Areas of research include inter-generational wealth 

transfer; human capital (improving inequality and productivity through 

education and training); disintermediation; and mass ownership. 

Seda Basihos, our research fellow, has joined a dynamic group co-

ordinated in the Faculty of Economics by Professor Eric French, including 

dedicated PhD student Tina Zhang. The members of the group work 

independently but to mutual advantage in order to achieve significant 

exposure for the initiative both through academic publication in top 

international journals and through conferences, web presence, and 

appropriate media impact. 

Meanwhile Gavin Oldham, a fellow commoner of King’s College, is closely 

involved with the initiative and, together with fellow trustees Eve Poole 

and Giles Pemberton, is establishing Share Alliance to provide corporate 

co-ordination of the SHARE programme.  

Schedule 

9.00 for 9.30 am Registration & Coffee 

9.30 am Welcome 

9.35 am Overview, Underlying Principles & Planning – Gavin Oldham 

An introduction to the key building blocks for participation for all, 

including disintermediation and individual ownership & responsibility, and 

to our approach for providing academic rigour for a new egalitarian 

approach to capitalism. 

10.05 am Inter-generational Rebalancing – Natasha Richmond, Tina 

Zhang 

Showing how the natural human cycle can enable individual 

empowerment of young people from disadvantaged backgrounds and 

setting out the role of starter capital accounts and incentivised learning 

as a basis for enhancing ability to achieve their potential in adult life. 

10.45 am Coffee Break 

11.05 am Stock for Data – Seda Basihos 

The technological revolution provides an opportunity for a huge 

expansion of individual equity ownership by issuing stock in recognition of 

data storage and harvesting. This would enable a large proportion of 

people across the world to share in wealth creation, as automation 

gradually replaces the demand for manual input. 

11.45 am Building Momentum – David Good, Gavin Oldham 

Charting the way forward through research, training, advocacy and 

implementation both within the UK and overseas. 

12.20 pm Panel discussion – Eric French, Michael Mainelli 

A general discussion of the above and other ideas. 

1.00 pm Buffet Lunch 
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Thanks for joining us at the first SHARE Conference 

at King’s College, Cambridge 

 

Please keep in touch as the programme develops, via: 

https://www.sharealliance.org.uk/ 

or contact Gavin Oldham at 

gavin.oldham@share.institute  
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